There were several attempts to construct algorithms for predicting splicing sites. Height matrices were used [4] as well as more complex pattern recognition methods (learning technique [5] f perceptron [6, 7] , syntactic pattern analysis [8] ). However, a systematic study of the splicing sites has not been undertaken. In this paper we aspire to fill this gap. We do not try to create a recognition algorithm but some of the results may be used for crude recognition. It is our belief that in the absence of detailed knowledge of the Btereochemical mechanisms of splicing more successful algorithms Bhould include not only local but also global parameters such as base periodicities and patterns of oligonucleotide usage. This work 1B currently under progress.
METHODS
All programs were written ad hoc in the C programming language and run under UNIX on Wicat-150. Results were plotted using the interactive graphics system GIM [91.
MATBtlAL
All mammalian protein coding DNA sequences from 5th release of BfBL data bank were considered. EITOI*B in the features tables were corrected and pairs showing more than 75$ similarity in the intron were excluded. Then two data sets were formed. The first one consisted of donor Bite regions (20 nucleotideB into the exon and 80 nucleotides into the intron).
The second one consisted of acceptor site regions (80 nucleotides into the intron and 20 nucleotideB into the exon).
The choice of parameters is motivated by the results of site disactivation experiments [10, 11] . Information of pairs of donor and acceptor sites that were termini of one intron was saved.
Finally both data sets consisted of 222 sequences. There were 206 pairs of corresponding donor and acceptor sites. Some of the sequences were known only partially. Information about it is presented on Fig. 1 (everywhere positions are numbered 1-100). The curves are not monotonically non-increasing away from the splice siteB (positions 20/21 in the donor set and positions 80/81 in the acceptor set) because of unknown nucleotides marked 'N' or '-' in the database. 
RESULTS

Information content
Information content of position according to [12] positions 18-22. An analysis of nearly best quartets shows that the latter two may be parts of a longer signal cCAGGGag. The gap between frequencies of the best and the seoond best 4-nucleotides alBO seems to be meaningful, for such a gap does not appear in random simulations (not shown).
The signal is less expressive when m=0, ©=16 and absent when m=1, w=A (not shown). Such a situation may be caused, for example, by a conservative signal in a part of the data set. An additional study is required to clarify the issue.
The signal corresponding to the branch site is notable for Table 1 . Avoidance of the AO dinucleotides immediately before the acceptor splice site. 1 -position, N(B) -number of B in this position, P Q (AG) -probability of no AG, P^AG) -probability of one or no AG dinucleotide in the positions (1,1+1). should be noted that the positions with nearly uniform base distribution do not influence the discrimination energy perceptibly and it does not matter that one can not define the Bite in any rigorous way. In some procedures we use also the first term of 6 (designated by 6' ).
The energy E of base-pairing with U1 snRNA was calculated for the donor siteB using the parameters from [14] . Bulge loops and inner loops arising from more than 1 mismatch were not allowed, destabilizing contribution of the terminating base pairs was not considered and terminating G-U pairs were allowed. E was measured in tenth of kcal/mole.
We We use these conditions to predict splicing sites in sir : untranscrlbed region; intron; j^S^: untranslated mRNA; W^^z translated" The rank oTtne site in the list of pre-sites (numbered bj the decrease of their strength) is presented. * indicates the existence of a better pre-site in the preceding sequence segment (eion or intron). sequences. We ranked pre-Bites according to the energy parameters. The results are presented on Fig. 6 and in Tab. 5. The sequence RNAC02 (rat skeletal muscle act in, 3200 bp.) had in the 5th intron the worst value of ^a an -There were 35 donor and 34 acceptor pre-sites (Pig. 6a). The sequence RNMLC2 (rat muscle myosln light chain, 3361 bp.) had one of the worat values of S=-72 (5th intron), and there were 55 donor and 36 acceptor pre-sites (Pig. 6b). The sequence of the human 0-globin HSB0L3 (2050 bp.) was studied not because it has any bad sites, but because many splicing affecting mutations were known in it. There are 25 donor and 16 acceptor sites in it and true Bites have high rankB (Fig. 6c) . The energy parameters change adequately when a mutation improves a cryptic or weakens a true splicing Bite, but it can not predict the choice of one of several competing sites.
The remaining three sequences were not present In the training sets. They were taken from the release 48.0 of the GenBank. These sequences were the mammalian sequences for which the predictions made by the Shapiro-Senapathy algorithm were available [2] . The sequence HUMMH (human class I HLA gene, 4123 bp) had a relative HSHLIA in the training Bet, the other two, RATOTHPB (rat chymotripsin B, 5809 bp) and RABMHI191 (rabbit MHC class I gene, 3881 bp) were completely new. The ranks of the true siteB of these sequences obtained by the method described here together with the Shapiro-Senapathy ranks are presented in Tab. 5. It should be noted that the acceptor Bites of the second introns of the MHC geneB (HSHLIA, HOMMH, RABMHI191) do not satisfy the acceptor pre-site conditions (cp. Tab. 4). To obtain the ranks of these siteB we ran the program with the sole condition that the invariant AG should be present.
It should be noted that we deliberately made our conditions very weak. Our aim was not to lose any site, and we did not try to avoid false positives. To make overall error smaller one might impose a stricter condition, thus opening the possibility of missing some true sites.
DISCUSSION
The avoidance of the AG dinucleotide imnediately before the acceptor splice site has been noted previously by OtmMma and Gotoh [4] -It may be interpreted as the evidence for some sort of scanning mechanism since there are as many AG as expected in the ezon after the acceptor splice site. It should be noted that there are no AG between the branch point and the acceptor site in a few sequences for which the branch point is known.
The GGGA signal in the 20 region of acceptor siteB waa noted also in [151. There was a model of alternate base-pairing proposed there, which explained the peakB in the distribution of this and some other 4-nucleotides. That model, however, can not be universal since this quartet and its derivatives are not present in all of the sequences in the acceptor data set.
The observed complementarity of regions 11-25 and 45-59 also is not a likely candidate to the role of the universal signal. First, in many sequences it is not present in any visible form, and it also does not seem to be specific to some family. Secondly, it is not fixed relative to the branch point (Tab. 2) which iB either in the loop or to the right of the proposed stem. On the other side, the length of the complementary oligonucleotides in some cases makes one believe that the observed complementarity is not a mere statistical artifact. Some mutagenesiB experiments are required to clarify the situation. e don ^ a mucn better predictor of donor siteB than E. The simplest explanation is that the simple procedure used to calculate £ is not a good one. The alternative to it would be the assumption that the protein component of U1 BDRMP also takeB part in the recognition. The existence of the consensus position c that does not base pair with U1 snRNA makeB this explanation plausible.
The use of £ do _ and e allows one to recognize all true sites, but it is not enough to explain all the results of the mutations (the problem of the correct choice) and to choose correctly true sites among all the pre-sites. The former task seems hopeless. Even the experiments with the duplication of the splicing Bites gave ambiguous results, at least in vitro [16] . We believe that to solve the latter problem one has to use both the local information (studied here) and the global characteristics. It may be done in two ways. One way is to try to choose true Bites between all pre-sites using somehow the fact that it separates coding and non-coding regions. It was done in [6] and to some extent in [2] where the information about the open reading frames have been used. An alternative way would be to predict coding regions using some sort of global recognition algorithm (e.g. well-known TESTCODE [17] ) and then to attenuate the positions of the exon-intron and intron-exon boundaries using the local data. This method also would allow the use of the information of open reading frames.
